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YaH M~Hb T~eH, nnaK~Aa H.M. E17-92-55 
3neKTPOH-~OHOHH~~ MeXaH~3M 
caepxnpOBOA~MOCT~ B ABYX30HHO~ MOAen~ 3Mep~ 

PaccMaTp~BaeTCR sneKTPOH-~OHOHH~~ MeXaH~3M CBepx
npOBOA~MOCT~ B ABYX30HHO~ MOAen~ 3Mep~ Ha KBaApaTHO~ 
peweTKe. Ha OCHOBe ypaBHeH~~ AB~~eH~R nony4eHa CaMo
cornacoBaHHaR C~CTeMa ypaBHeH~~ AnR MaTp~4HO~ sneKT
POHHO~ (flyHKL.4~~ rp~Ha. 8bl4~cneHa 3aB~CV1MOCTb TeMnepa
Typ~ CBepxnpoBOAR~ero nepeXOAa Tc OT KOHL.4eHTpa1..4~~ A~
POK. noKa3aHo, 4TO 6naroAapR ~CKn~4eH~~ ABYKpaTHO 3a
HRT~X COCTORH~~ Ha y3nax MeA~ MaKC~ManbHOe 3Ha4eH~e Tc 
AOCT~raeTCR np~ KOHL.4eHTpa1..4~~ A~POK n ~ 0.8 ~ n ~ 2.3, 
KOTOp~e COOTBeTCTBY~T nORBneH~~ oco6eHHOCTe~ BaH Xosa 
B MeAHO~ ~ K~cnopOAHO~ 30Hax, COOTBeTCTBeHHO. 

Pa6oTa B~nonHeHa B na6opaTop~~ TeopeT~4ecKo~ ~~3~K~ 
Ol-15H1. 

Openp11HT 01JbCJlHHeHHOro HHCnnyra IIJlepHbl.X HCc.,e;ioeaHHH . Jly6Ha 1992 

Chan Minh Tien, Plakida N.M. E17-92-55 
Electron-Phonon Mechanism 
of Superconductivity in the Two-Band Emery Model 

The electron-phonon mechanism of superconducting 
pairing in the two-band Emery model on a square lattice 
is considered. On the basis of the equation of motion 
the self-consistent system of equations for the mat
rix electron Green function is obtained. The depen
dence of the superconducting transition temperature 
Tc on the concentration of holes is calculated. It is 
shown that due to the exclusion of double occupancy 
of copper sites the maximum Tc occurs at the concen
trations of holes n ~ 0.8 and n ~ 2.3, which corres
pond to the Van Hove singularities in copper and oxy
gen band , respectively. 

The investigation has been performed at ' the Labora
tory of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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I Introduction 

The crucial characteristics of high-temperature superconductors (HTSC) 

are the strong electron correlation [1) and the pronounced two-dimensional 

structure [2). In order to study these properties, various models have 

been proposed: the one-band Hubbard model [3), the t-J model [4), 

the Emery model [5] and others. However, the numerical calculations 

in the one-band Hubbard [6) and Emery model [7) have shown that 

superconducting correlations are not found. At the same time, the ob-· 

served large isotope shift at certain concentration of doping.holes [8, 9), 

some anomalies in the phonon spectra and in the structural instability 

of oxide materials [10, 11) show the important role of phonons in the 

formation of Cooper pairs in HTSC. This allows one to propose the 

electron-phonon pairing mechanism in the system with strong electron 

, correlation as one of the possible superconducting mechanism in HTSC. 

In the present paper, we consider the Emery model with the electron

phonon coupling. After discussing the model in the next Sect., we ob

tain the self-consistent equations of the Green function in Sect.3. The 

equation for the superconducting temperature is obtained in Sect.4. 

The numerical results and discussions are presented in Sect.5; 



II Model Hamiltonian 

Electron-phonon coupling in the Cu02 plane with strong electron 

correlations can be described by the following Hamiltonian: 

H = Ho + Hint + Hph 

Ho = (Ed - µ) 1:xr + (Ep - µ) I:<I>}q<I>fq + L VJJ,(XJ°<I>f'q + h.c) 
fq 'fq ff'q 

Hint = 9dLXT7u1+9vL<I>}q<I>fq:Uf 
fq fq ' 

2 1 ' 
"'. Pf · 2) Hph = ·L.,(2M + 2I<u, 

f '; . ' 

where XJ0 = d}q(l - n1a), xy = n1a(l - n1a) are the Hubbard oper

at~rs acting in the subspace of singly occupied copper sites, a- = -a. 

Ed{Ep) are the energies of the Cu(O) holes. <I>}a(<I>1q) are the creation 

(annihilation) operators for•the b19 symmetry combination of four oxy

gen orbitals (with.respect to a given Cu ion)(see e.g [4]). The func

tion Vff, = f:tlvd I:k eik~f-J'>1k, where N is the number of copper sites, 

'Yk = Jsin2 ½kx + sin2 ½k11 , describes hybridization between copper and 

oxygen holes in f,f' unit cells of the Cu02 plane; µ is the chemical 

potential which has to be found from the following equation for the 

. concentration n: · 

n = t L( < X1q > + < <I> }q <I> Jq >) 
fq 

(1) 

H0 is obtained from the Emery model in the limit Ud -too which elim

inates the upper Hubbard sub-band corresponding to the states with 

doubly occupied copper sites (see e.g. [12]) 

2 

Hint describes the electron-phonon coupling with the constants 9d and 

Yv for the Cu and O holes, respectively; Hph is the phonon Hamiltonian 

where PI and u1 are the momentum and coordinate operators, respec

tively, of the ions with mass M and the force constant K(= MwJ) in 

the lattice site f. 

III Self-consistent equations for the 

electron Green function 

We define the 4-component Nambu operators IJ1 Ju and '11}u where, 

e.g., 

l{lt - '( xuo ;r,.t xoa ;r,. ) Ju - f ' ':1' fq ' f ' ':1' fa 

and introduce the two-time Green function for holes 

G JJ,(t - t') =<< 'P Jq(t) I w},u(t') >> 

and for phonons 

D JJ'(t - t') =< < u 1U) j Uf'(t') > > 

After the Fourier transformation for the equation of motion for 

GJJ,(t - t'), we obtain the following equation: 

wGJJ,(w) = N x To+ (ix T3)GJJ,(w) + 
, 

xr<I>iu + (1 - n1u)<I>iu 

X-!lq 
- ' + I: v,j << 

' 
;r,.f xau (l d '),T,.t -':1'·- 1 - - n1- ';1'·-,a u ia 

I '11},u >>w + (2) 

-Xi!O 
' 

+(g X T3) << 'PjqUJ I w},q >>w. 
3 



where 

N = ( 1 - nd /2 0 .. ) 

' 0 1 

E = ( €ct - µ Q ) 

0 €p - µ 
' g = ( 9d Q ) 

0 9p 

r; (i = 0, 1, 2.3) are the Pauli matrices and the symbol A x B denotes 

the direct product for matrices A and B. 

Here, we suppose that the system is in the paramagnetic state i!e.: 

< n11 >=< n11 >= nd /2 

< Xt7 >=< d}udfu >= 0 

In order to decouple the sequence of Green function equations, the 

following approximations of the Hubbard-I type have been used: 
i 

<< xj<7<l!;<7 I w},<7 >~~< X? ><< <l!;<7 I w},<7 >>~ o 

<< (1.-:- n1ii)<I!;u I w},<7 >>~ (1 - nd/2) << 'P;u I w},<7 >> 

Substituting the approximations (3) into (2) one obtains 

wG1f'(w) = N x. To+ (Ex T3)G1J'(w) + 
A '"' t +((Nri) X T3) 0 V1;G;J'(w) + (§ X T3) << W JuUJ I W f'u >>w 

i 

(3) 

(4) 

By differentiating the Green function<< 'PJuUJ I w},u(t') >>w over 

the second time t', one obtains in the same approximation .as above the 

following equation: 

<< 'Pj~UJ I w},<7 >>w W =<< 'PjuUJ I w},<7 >>w (e X T3) + 

4 

~ t A + 0 << 'Pjutlf I Wju >>w Vif'((Nr1) X T3) + (5) 
J 

+ << W Jutlf I w},uu11 >>w (g X T3) 

In the q-reprcsentation the system of Eqs. (4)-(5) can be written in the 

form: 

G(q,w) = Go(q,w) + G0 (q,w)T(q,w)G0 (q.w) 

where 
( g-t(q,w) 0 ) 

Gol(q,w) = \ 0 _g-t(q\-w) 

g-t(q,i.,1) = ( 1-,:"/2(w - Ed+µ) 
•)t -~ ,,d'"'/q 

The scattering matrix T(q,w) is defined by: 

-2tpd'"k ) 

W-:- Ep + J1, 

T(q,w) = (§ X T3)(.N- 1 
X To) L << W;u1li I wjquj >>w · 

ij 

(NA -1 )( A ) -iq(i-J) 
. X To g X T3 e 

Eq.(6) can be written also as the Dyson equation: 

c-1(q,w) = Go 1(q,w) - E(q,w) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

, where E( q, w) is the self-energy operator which is defined by the scat

tering matrix by the equation: 

T(q,(;.)) = E(q,w) + E(q,w)G0 (q,w)T(q,w) 

5 



In the Migdal approximation one can neglect vertex corrections to 

the electron-phonon coupling and obtain the following expression for 

the self-energy operator: 

A 1 ~~
00 

dvdv' v v' 
:E(q,w) = (§ x r3 )(N-1 x r0 ) 92 _ _ , (th

9
T + cth•)T) x (9) 

-7r W V V - -
-oo 

x ~ L, ImD(q - p, v' + i6) ImG(p, v + i6) (N- 1 x To)(§ x T3) 
p 

Here we used the spectral representation for the correlation function 

and the following approximation: 

< '¥;u(f)u;(t)'¥JuUj >::::::< \J!iu(t)'¥Ju >< u;(f)u1 > 

In this way, we have obtained the self-consistent system of Eqs.(7)

(9) with the equation for the chemical potential (1) 

IV Equation for the superconducting 

transition temperature 

In the well known procedure used in the theory of weak coupling 

(see e.g. [13]) we propose the most simple approximation for the electron 

Green function 

c-l(q,w) = 
( 

g- 1(q,w) ti(w) ) 

fit(-w) -9-1 (q,-w) 

where 

A ( 61(w) 
6(w") = 

-63(-w) 

6J(w)) 

62(w) 

is the matrix gap function. 
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,1 

J 

In this way, from Eqs.(7)~(9) we obtain the linear equation for the 

matrix gap function in the weak coupling approximation: 
wo . 

A g f V A 1 
6(w) = 0(wo- I w 1)

2
1( dv th

2
T N- 1 ; x 

-wo 

1 v' A A 

x Im N ~ Q(q, v + i8)6(v)9(q, -v - i6) N-1g (10) 
q 

Here was used the local approximation for the phonon Green function: 

n-1(q,w) = n- 1(w) = Mw 2 -·J<. 

Now the superconducting transition temperature can be obtained 

from the matrix Eq.(10) by solving the linear system of equations for 

the matrix elements 6 1,62,63 . 

V Numerical results and discussion 

Consider the numerical solution of Eq.(10) by taking into account 

the equation of the chemical potential. ( 1) which in the normal state 

has the following form: 

nd 00 

= 2 /de f(c) Nd(c) (11), 
l- nd/2 

-oo 
00 

nP = 2 /de f(c) Np(E) (12) 
-oo 

nd + nP · =' n (13) 

where J(c) = ( exp((c- µ)/T) + 1 )-
1 

is the Fermi factor, Nd(c) = N( c) I 
E - Ep I, Np(E) = N(c) IE - Ed I and N(E) = j;j I:\6((c - cd)(c - Ep) -

4t;d(l -nd/2),;). 
Eqs.(11)~(13) are the self-consistent equations to determine the fill-

ing of the copper band nd, the bonding oxygen band nP, and the chem-
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ical potential µ. As. the values in the right-hand sides of Eqs.( 11) and 

(12) do not exceed two, the maximal filling of the oxygen band is two 

while a filling of the copper band is always less or equal to one, i.e. 

0 $ nd $ 1. This is due to the proper account (through the Hubbard 

operators) of the statistics for carriers in the copper band. Fig.I shows 

the filling of the copper and oxygen band versus the concentration n 

at temperature T=0 for Ep = E = 2. Here, we measure energy in units 

of tpd and set Ed = 0. Fig.I clearly shows, that for n 2:: 1.3 the holes 

go mainly onto the oxygen band while the filling of the copper band 

is nearly constant and equals ·nd ~ l. In this region the holes of the 

oxygen band play a dominant role in the Cooper pair formation ·while 

in the region 0 $ n $ 1.3 the holes in the copper band are impor

tant. In this case, 'the system has no electron-hole symmetry. On the 

contrary, in the usual two-band Fermi system, where the electron corre

lation is absent, the system has the electron-hole symmetry (see Fig.I). 

Fig.2 shows the dependence of the superconducting transition temper

ature Tc on the concentration n for E = 2, wo = 0.5, tid = [ip = 0.5 

(where g = g✓2Mw0) in two cases: for the Emery model and for the 

usual two-band Fermi system. For the Fermi system Tc(n) is symmet

rical around n=2 while for the Emery model Tc('n) does not possess 

this symmetry. Fig.3 shows the Tc(n) dependence for several values of 

the electron-phonon coupling constant 9d, 9p• One clearly sees that in 

the region 0 ·$ n $ I .3 the electron-phonon coupling onto the copper 
sites dominates in the superconducting state formation while in the re-

gion 1.3 $ n $ 3 the electron-phonon coupling onto. the oxygen sites 
is important. In both regions Tc attains the maximal val{ie near the 
Van-Hove singularity in the quasiparticle spectrum. 
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Fig.I The dependence of the filling for copper andoxygen bands on 

the charge carriers concentration for the Emery model ! solid line) and 

for the usual two-band Fermi system ( dashed line). E = 2 
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Fig.2 The dependence of the superc01iducting transition temperature on 

the charge carriers concentration for Emery model ( solid line) and for 

the usual two-band Fermi system (dashed line). E = 2, 9d = gP = 0.5 
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In summary, we have considered the electron-phonon mechanism of 

superconducting pairing in the two-band Emery model. In comparison 

to the usual two-band Fermi system, where the electron correlations 

are neglected, we have found for the present model an about two times 

higher transition temperature Tc with its maximum shifted from tlw 

half-filling values, n=l or n=3, to the lower hole densities, n .:=:::: 0.8 

(cl-band) and n ~ 2.3 (p-band). The electron-phonon coupling at the 

copper sites and the oxygen sites play a dominant role in the copper 

band (0 ~ n ~ 1.3) and in the oxygen one ( 1.3 ~ n ~ 3), respectively. 

Finite life-time effects both due to the electron-phonon and anti

ferromagnetic spin-fluctuation scattering are neglected here. vVe also 

neglect Coulomb repulsion of holes (p· = 0). All these effects suppress 

0.15 · .--~--~----, 

0.10 

Tc 

0.05· 

00 

- gd= 0.5 9p,. 0.5 

09d•0.S 9p=0.25 

0 9~•0.25 !ip•0.5 

1 2 3 

Fig.3 · The dependence of the superconducting transition temperature 

on the charge carriers concentration. € = 2 
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Tc and should give a sharper Tc(n) dependence. We are planning to 

consider them as well as~ more realistic phonon spectrum and non-local•. 
• 

electron-phonon interaction in a separate study. 
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